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Reverse Pandora
I.
Light green with flecks of gold and night ink—dashes and dents meeting and drifting. On its surface the creature is enclosed by
black debris and opaque mistakes. Disorder on the outer corners, bleeding throughout. Outstretched appendages covered in
darkness. Erasures and warping of once known anchors
This is the under shadow world, what you cannot see
until you reveal
its innards.
All smooth but the cursed year has a different
me. Abstract black shapes trying to tell me a
and broken.

texture. I do not know what it holds, just for
story that does not translate. Just scattered

II.
They all say I’m bad for you, what resides in
are daydreams and wishes within your grasp.
I won’t hinder nor stop your life:

me. But Baby, that’s all over now; all I hold
I begin it.

Open me when you‘re lost, when you need to recall you still have dreams and visions of your own. You’re more than a cog in
the Capitalist machine. The one that made you believe you are The Model Minority and an utter failure all at once. Where
sacrificing sleep and sanity is what productivity should look like. What better way to succeed than to serve your Masters and
never yourself?
Parts of me have rubbed off but I haunt you just the same. You still recall, don’t you?
What delusions still distort and distance your mind despite your recovery:
The television audience laughing at you as you enter the room, the Shadow men watching you and your loved ones everywhere,
the ad fax you never gave to your father that caused 9/11

These are the scarier horrors than me. I’m on your side. Why else would you trust
me with your reveries? I am cursed but I am here to remind you of how you surpassed that nadir. You’re different now. I am
glinting because this was your turning point, your genesis. You believed you were going to die an Anti-Christ; instead you finally
realized that you were/ARE always loved.
Never once forgotten, despised, nor abandoned.
III
I knew you had to hold my dimensions, reminders of how far I’ve come and how much farther I can go. You’re a grotesque chaos
because despite being the worst I ever experienced, it prepared me to become the person I love today: Me.
I see no malice in you, no threat in your sharp limbs.
You use them to genuinely support and lift me.
Transforming my trauma into a rocket of further possibility. All the big and small dreams that are in reach. When I open you
you reveal my treasures and hopes and souvenirs to stay stable and on the path: from victim to victor.
All the things I get to do because I didn’t kill myself eight years ago.
I am blooming and you are my proof.
These grain and whorls to delineate how you grew, how I grew.
We no longer serve our original purpose, but how worthy we’ve become.

